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Santa Monica
design Jean-Marie Massaud, 2011

A basic sofa, very enveloping and comfortable, which founds its singularity from the seasonal clothes

proposed. Its life style is casual and chic; casual for its comfort and unformal character and chic for the

refinement of proposed clothes recalling Poliform's universe. Santa Monica is a "mix and match" of

clothes, cushions and accessories.

Sofas and armchairs collection

The sofas and armchairs collection: in the living area there is a full coherence between modular systems,

complements and the elements dedicated to comfort. Collaborating with prestigious international

designers, Poliform completes its offer with a variety of proposals that underline versatility. A series of

different armchairs and sofas, able to explore a wide range of aesthetical approaches and to become part

of a full “Home project”, where every piece of furniture matches with the other, in a highly harmonious

interior design project.

Finishing:

Structure and seat in flexible moulded polyurethane with inserts in polyurethane in different densities. Feet:

slides in plastic or rotating base (only for the armchair). Pre-covering: parts with goose feathers inside and

parts in polyester padding. Final covering: stretched version removable in fabric and nonremovable

in leather; slipcover version with removable fabric. Stitch: double normal or drawstring stitch with thread in

10 colours of sample book. Trims: grosgrain in 10 colours of sample book (excluded leather and velvet

coverings).
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Dimensions:

Stretched cover
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